Quantitative Magnetic Resonance Diffusion-Weighted Imaging Evaluation of the Supratentorial Brain Regions in Patients Diagnosed with Brainstem Variant of Posterior Reversible Encephalopathy Syndrome: A Preliminary Study.
Posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome (PRES) is a clinicoradiologic entity with several causes, characterized by rapid onset of symptoms and typical neuroimaging features, which usually resolve if promptly recognized and treated. Brainstem variant of PRES presents with vasogenic edema in brainstem regions on magnetic resonance (MR) images and there is sparing of the supratentorial regions. Because PRES is usually caused by a hypertensive crisis, which would likely have a systemic effect and global manifestations on the brain tissue, we thus proposed that some microscopic abnormalities of the supratentorial regions could be detected with diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) using apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) analysis in brainstem variant of PRES and hypothesized that "normal-looking" supratentorial regions will increase water diffusion. We retrospectively identified patients with PRES who underwent brain magnetic resonance imaging studies. We identified 11 brainstem variants of PRES patients, who formed the study cohort, and 11 typical PRES patients and 20 normal control subjects as the comparison cohorts for this study. Nineteen regions of interest were drawn and systematically placed. The mean ADC values were measured and compared among these 3 groups. ADC values of the typical PRES group were consistently elevated compared with those in normal control subjects. ADC values of the brainstem variant group were consistently elevated compared with those in normal control subjects. ADC values of the typical PRES group and brainstem variant group did not differ significantly, except for the pons area. Quantitative MR DWI may aid in the evaluation of supratentorial microscopic abnormalities in brainstem variant of PRES patients.